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The investment manager of the HSBC Group

Supported by the strength of a leading international financial institution

 Founded in 1865 to finance trade between Asia and the 

West, today HSBC is one of the world’s largest banking 

and financial services organisations

 HSBC’s aim is to be acknowledged as the world’s leading 

and most respected international financial institution

HSBC Global Asset Management serve clients across the 

four HSBC global businesses:

 HSBC Group’s operating model consists of four global 

businesses (RBWM, CMB, GB&M and GPB) and a 

Corporate Centre, supported by HSBC Operations 

Services and Technology, and 11 global functions

 Common equity tier 1 ratio = 14.3% stable vs.1Q19

 Credit ratings1: AA-/F1+ (Fitch); A2/P-1 (Moody’s); A/A-1 (S&P)

 1H19 adjusted PBT of $12.5bn up 7% vs. 1H18

 Total assets: USD2,751bn

HSBC Global Asset Management is the 

investment management business of 

the HSBC Group, servicing investors 

across the four HSBC global 

businesses

Retail Banking and

Wealth Management

(‘RBWM’)

Commercial Banking

(‘CMB’)

Global Banking

and Markets

(‘GB&M’)

Global Private Banking

(‘GPB’)

More than 40 million 
customers bank with us

Today, HSBC has around 3,800

offices in 65 countries and territories worldwide

We employ 238,000 
people around the world

Source: HSBC Holdings Plc, as at 30th June 2019, unless otherwise indicated. 1. HSBC Holdings Plc ranked long term / short term as at 11 March 2019.
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A global network of local experts

Investment professionals working across key locations

1. Asia-Pacific includes employees and assets of Hang Seng Bank, in which HSBC has a majority holding. 

2. HSBC Jintrust Fund Management company is a joint venture between HSBC Global Asset Management and Shanxi Trust Corporation Limited. 

*Alternatives assets include USD4.7bn from committed capital (“dry powder”).

**Other is the assets of Hang Seng Bank, in which HSBC has a majority holding, and of HSBC Jintrust Fund Management, a joint venture between HSBC Global Asset Management and Shanxi Trust Corporation Limited. 

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management as at 30th June 2019. Any differences are due to rounding.

HSBC Global Asset Management offices - Countries where our investment teams sit are in bold

Canada

USA

Mexico

Argentina

Bermuda

UK

Sweden

Luxembourg

Jersey
France

Spain

Switzerland

Malta

Italy

Austria

Germany

Turkey

Saudi 

Arabia
UAE

India

Singapore

Hong Kong

Taiwan

Japan

Australia

China2

Presence in 

26 locations

621
investment 

professionals

84
Americas

364
EMEA

173
Asia-

pacific1

USD507.3bn under management

By asset class (USDbn)

Fixed Income (185.4)

Equity (76.0)

Multi-Asset (111.2)

Liquidity (81.0)

Alternatives (27.3)*

Other (26.4)**

Americas (106.4)

EMEA (255.9)

Asia Pacific (145.1)

By region (USDbn)

Wholesale (254.1)

By client type (USDbn)
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HSBC Global Asset Management, India – expertise and experience

 The investment management team manages/advises strategies with assets across investment categories under 

Mutual fund and Portfolio Management Services

Data as at October 2019

~INR 40,602 Cr 

assets under management

Strategy

AUM 

(INR Cr)

Equity – Domestic 2548

Fixed Income – Domestic 7063.3

Hybrid – Domestic 760.3

Fund of Funds – Domestic 356.1

Fund of Funds – Offshore 46.6

Offshore advisory (Equity 

and Fixed Income)
29828

Total AUM 40602.3

Expertise in managing Indian equity and debt

 Managers/sub-advisors of Indian equity and debt assets from last 17 years

Differentiate Product offerings

 Clear and differentiated product offerings across asset classes

 Recognised leader in emerging markets asset management 

International experience

 Global presence, local knowledge

 Ability to identify and position for global trends

 Supported by global perspective on long term asset prices

 Inputs on impact of macro economic developments on Indian fixed income markets

On the ground presence combined with global oversight

 Personal local relationships combined with Executive Management engagement 

and global support through dedicated Official Sector Institutions team based in 

London

 Tailored and bespoke approach when working with Official Sector Institutions
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Source: HSBC Global Asset Management

Our investment process is characterised by structure and discipline, implemented with skill by

empowered and accountable teams of portfolio managers and analysts.

Discipline,

not fashion

Markets are cyclical, our 

approach is not

Research and 

technology-driven

We harness the strengths 

of our intellectual capital 

with proprietary research 

and technologies 

Risk-focused 

approach

Our clients value our 

capacity to identify, quantify 

and manage risk across all 

its dimensions

Structured but

not dogmatic

Our clearly-articulated 

process promotes 

cohesiveness, consistency 

and constant improvement

Integrated talent

Our approach is grounded 

in a common philosophy 

and shared values

Investment philosophy
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Investment philosophy by asset class

 Liquidity management must 

be focused on risk 

management

 Our investment process 

seeks to manage credit, 

liquidity and interest rate 

risks

 As there is little 

differentiation of risk, and 

hence pricing, across top 

tier issuers in money 

markets, we have 

developed the necessary 

resources to exploit these 

relative value opportunities

 We offer solutions that 

target preservation of 

capital and provision of 

liquidity

Liquidity

 In efficient markets, low 

cost, passive cap weighted 

indexation captures equity 

beta; equity markets may 

be inefficient, and excess 

volatility may mean that 

stocks could be mispriced

 Our Smart Beta strategies 

use alternative weighting 

schemes and systematic 

rebalancing to capture 

factor risk premiums

 Our active fundamental 

stock selection strategies 

focus on companies with an 

attractive combination of 

profitability and valuation

 Alpha and Beta equity 

solutions require 

conceptual clarity, with an 

investment process 

differentiated by design and 

implemented with discipline

Equity

 Markets are not fully 

efficient, they are complex 

and hard to beat

 Strategic Asset Allocation is 

the main driver of portfolio 

returns, but it needs to be 

done “dynamically” by 

regularly adjusting the 

shape of multi-asset 

portfolios based on market-

implied expected returns

 Risk is a multi-faceted 

concept. We need to be 

sufficiently compensated 

for taking risk, otherwise it 

should be hedged, 

diversified or avoided

 Our main focus is having 

the right beta exposure in 

multi-asset solutions

Multi-Asset

 Fixed income markets 

inefficiencies result in the 

mispricing of risks

 We offer an active 

fundamental approach on 

emerging and credit 

markets where 

inconsistencies between 

risk premiums and 

fundamentals are exploited 

as a result of our bottom-up 

credit research and our top-

down macro analysis 

 This approach is combined 

with quantitative techniques 

on generally more liquid 

and efficient segments 

(developed countries’ 

government bonds and 

currencies)

Fixed 

Income

 Skilled investment 

managers can exploit the 

inherent inefficiencies 

contained within markets; 

this is particularly true in 

more opaque or illiquid 

markets

 However, manager and 

asset selection is 

absolutely key in driving 

long term performance

 Identifying the most 

talented managers, or the 

most attractive assets, 

requires investment skill 

and judgment, as well as 

an extensive and 

repeatable due diligence 

process

Alternative 

Investments

Global CIO, Fixed Income & 

Alternative Investments

Global CIO, Fixed Income & 

Alternative Investments
Global CIO, Equity Global CIO Global CIO, Liquidity

Global CIO
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Factor process

Fixed Income Investment philosophy

• Determination of Credit and 

Duration bands

• Current inputs based on large 

market determinant data

Investment 

Management 

Committee

Risk

Management 

Committee

Fortnightly
Credit Evaluation

• Supervision by CIO and Fixed 

Income Investment team

• Continuous tracking of 150+ 

Credits

• Actively consider new credits each 

year

Ongoing

Strategy
• Regular discussion on key 

economic and fundamental factors 

and portfolio positioning

• Weekly calls with regional 

counterparts to discuss market 

developments

• Monthly strategy calls with regional 

counterparts

Weekly

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice

A holistic risk approach to a well diversified portfolio
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Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice

Spread 
awareness 
about best 
practices

Best 

practices

Peer 
comparison 
on bond fund 
performance

Peer 
comparison

Continuous 
evaluation 
and update 
on credit 
ratings –
Quarterly and 
event driven

Continuous 
evaluation

Internal credit 
rating on 
each 
approved 
credit

Internal credit 
rating

Robust 
evaluation of 
each credit 
based on 
established 
rating 
evaluation 
criteria

Credit 
Evaluation

Extensive 
research on 
selected 
credits with 
financial and 
rating 
information 
prepared and 
maintained by 
fixed income 
team

Research

Setting up of 
an internal 
credit 
discussion 
process

Credit process

Fixed Income investment process - strategy
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Fixed Income investment process – portfolio construction

 Performance expectation/

risk tolerance

 Consistency with client 

objectives and requirements

 Sources of alpha

 Assess volatility, process advantage 

and expected information ratio

 Calibrate contribution to performance

 Define baseline position and/or risk 

units

 Monitor risk framework

 Volatility and correlation 

with factors

 Periodic reviews as appropriate

Portfolio conception/ risk 

calibration

 Alpha sources

 Allocation: Industry, rating,  duration 

and curve

 Security selection

 Fundamental analysis to determine best 

trade ideas, themes and value 

opportunities

 Macroeconomic trends, monetary 

policies and credit cycle

 Valuation assessment

 Market behaviour

 Quantitative techniques

 As appropriate/relevant

Opportunity assessment

 Implement team decisions in portfolios

 Manage positions – e.g. initiate, 

incremental purchase, partial sale, exit

 Daily assessment of portfolio risk

 Monitoring all active positions versus 

agreed strategy/risk units

 Stress testing where relevant

 Ensure adherence to strategy

Portfolio construction and 

Risk Monitoring

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice
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External Long Term Rating >= A+ / Short Term Rating A1+

Fundamental research to arrive at internal rating

Internal Rating Grid is the base for deciding tenor 

Presentation to the Credit Discussion Forum (CDF)

Continuous evaluation to upgrade / downgrade

Rating Criteria

Fundamental

Research

Tenor &

Frequency

CDF

Continuous 

Evaluation

Step 1

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Frequency of issuance and liquidityStep 2 Tradability

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice

HSBC Ultra Short Duration Fund would aim to maintain high credit quality portfolio through strong 

quality credit research process

Investment process – Credit research

A strong credit quality process ensures lower risk in underlying investments
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Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice

Credit Research – How do we mitigate credit risk?

Business Risk Market Risk Financial Risk Structure Risk

Robust fundamental research –

mitigate downgrade risk

Understand that “less 

liquidity” and “mispricing” is 

here to stay

Financial / ratios / Projections

Look for bond covenant 

protection such as 

guarantee (from stronger 

parent)

Monitor existing investments for 

unpredictable adverse events

Weightage to liquidity of 

instruments versus credit 

risk

Profitability SPV (Special Purpose Vehicle) 

structures

Identifying investible names is 

more company specific and not 

sector specific 

Liquidity DSRA (Debt Service Reserve 

Account), Escrow, Cash trap

Despite GOI ownership in case of 

PSU names, fundamentals take 

precedence

Solvency
Change of control

Markets, business, drivers of 

growth 

and risk factors

Capital expenditure / Working 

capital

Balance Risk and Return

 Liquidity and downgrade risks managed through strong and optimum credit process 

 Interest rate risk managed through active duration management

Strong and optimum credit process 
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Continuous monitoring & reassessment of risk, differentiates HSBC MF from the Industry

 Balanced approach to credit 

 Optimise risk and return

 Choose operating companies versus holding companies

 Fundamental research is priority versus ‘name lending’ even in large groups and liquid names

 Rating is used only as a filter rather than an active criteria

 Balanced approach in managing risk – lower issuer concentration

 7.5% in AA and 5% in AA- & A+ versus regulatory limit of 10% - 12% *

 No intra-month transactions which we cannot report in the fact sheet

 We are transparent in our methods and confident of our management process

 ‘True to Label’ products

 Duration and credit strategies are ‘true to label’ 

 We do not use ‘proxy’ for credit quality

 Our duration strategy is played out using a combination of instruments rather than concentrated securities

Key takeaways of Fixed Income investment process

* 12% with trustee approval. Note - Investors are requested to note that the investment restrictions/guidelines referred to in this document are not part of product features of Fixed Income Funds of

HSBC MF but are internal investment guidelines followed by HSBC Asset Management (India) Private Limited in managing investment related risks and executing various investment strategies. These

internal investment guidelines can undergo changes from time to time without any intimation to the investors. The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset

Management and is subject to change without notice, Data as on 30 September 2019.

A continuous evaluation - Risk vs Return
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Risk Management

An independent risk management structure to ensure a robust 

risk management process

HSBC Global Asset Management (HGAM), India has a Risk Management Meeting (RMM) chaired by the Head –

Risk Management and comprises of the following :

• Asia-Pacific Chief Risk Officer,

• Head – Regulatory Compliance,

• Head – Financial Crime Compliance,

• Head – Human Resources,

• Head – Product

• Head – Business Risk

• CEO, COO, CFO and CIO

• A dedicated risk management team to identify and mitigate risks

• Enterprise-wide risk management

• HSBC group risk framework acts as the guiding principle

• Oversees the investment management is in line with the PF guidelines

• Risk limits would be monitored for credit and settlement risks



Equity Investment Process
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A globally disciplined and structured approach

Our investment framework integrates global perspective 

with local insight in a continuous cycle

Consistency

of investment

decisions

Portfolio 

construction

Top down 

insight

Bottom up

input

Forums and

committees

Globally 

shared 

tools

Consistent 

philosophy 

and approach

Macro

and

Strategy

team

Local

teams 

insight

Local

Research 

teams

Portfolio 

Design

teams

Trading

Risk 

Team based 

approach

Global framework

 Macro views

 Expected returns

 Asset allocation

 Sectors and regions

Informed investment 

decision

 Risk budgeting

 Portfolio optimisation

 Tactical opportunities

 Portfolio-specific constraints

Local insight

 Stock-specific analysis

 Relative valuation

 Investment themes

 Technicals
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 There is a well-established relationship between profitability and valuation

 Excess volatility in equity markets implies that stocks are often mispriced

 This creates the potential for an active investment opportunity that can be confirmed with proprietary 

fundamental research 

 Markets revert to a measure of “relative intrinsic value” over time, hence we are patient investors with a strict 

valuation discipline and long-term investment horizon

 We believe that concentrating overweight positions in profitable companies at below-average valuations will 

enhance returns

India Investment Capabilities
HSBC AMG Active Fundamental Equity - Investment philosophy

The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice
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The HSBC GAM Framework
A disciplined approach!

Overarching investment philosophy for HSBC Global Asset Management (GAM)

 Price to Book / Return on Equity (PBRoE) effective for Global Emerging Markets – Price to book (PB) is often quoted as the best 

performing factor in this space

 Screening companies on the basis of

 High Profitability (RoE)

 Low Valuations (P/BV)

 Ranking on the basis of PBRoE

 Focused on the resilience of underlying fundamentals of the company

 Concentrating on companies most likely to outperform- not the entire universe 

 Eliminating noise and person-centric decision making

 Risk mitigation using portfolio construction tools 

The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice
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For illustrative purposes only, HSBC Global Asset Management

 Universe is assembled 

and filtered periodically

 Stocks are ranked 

according to a 

combination

of valuation and 

profitability 

 Data validity is verified

 Begins with the top 

ranked outliers

 Stock analysis focuses 

on 5 key issues:

– Corporate governance, 

balance sheet, 

profitability drivers, 

growth shocks, 

dynamic factors

 Benefits from global 

information sharing

 Bottom-up 

implementation of stock 

ideas

 Top-down use for 

prudent risk control

 Continuous monitoring/ 

reassessment of risk at 

the stock and portfolio 

level

 Compliance monitoring 

and internal controls

 HSBC Group risk 

management and audit

Output: Stock ‘outliers’ Output: Stock ideas Output: Stock portfolio Output: Stock reassessment

1. Universe 

analysis

2. 

Stock 

analysis

3. 
Portfolio 

construction

4. 

Risk 

management

Process overview
Our process is focused on fundamental research within a proven valuation framework

The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice
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Equity investment process - India

A disciplined process leads to repeatable performance

Invest

Fundamental analysis 

to verify output 

validity & RoE

drivers. 

FM veto.

Analysis

Rank Stocks 

based on 

“cheap” and 

“good” 

metrics

Ranking

Run Portfolio Design 

Parameter engine to create 

portfolio within agreed limits 

country and sector weights.

Portfolio Design Parameters

Minimum

Size set

by strategy

e.g., Mkt cap

US$500m &

average

volume

$5m/day

Universe

Profitability vs Valuation basic principle – Quant ranking, followed by Judgmental analysis

Team 

Defined

Quant FM & Analyst 

Judgement

Quant using Investment 

Team agreed parameters

The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice
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The PBROE & risk mitigation model differentiates HSBC MF from the market

 The PBROE Edge

 Screening for best sources of alpha : companies with below-average valuation for a given profitability

 Particularly applicable in the Emerging Markets universe

 The price-to-book ratio works over large groups of stocks

 Consistent and sustainable outperformance over time and across cycles

 The framework has been tested by the HSBC GAM Research team and shown to outperform (over a period of years) at both regional

and country levels 

 Globally adopted investing framework

 Focusing analysts on companies most likely to outperform

Key takeaways of Equity Investment Process

The information above is provided by and represents the opinions of HSBC Global Asset Management and is subject to change without notice
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Risk management process

Three lines of defence model

For illustrative purposes only. Representative overview of the investment process, which may differ by product and or asset class, client mandate or market conditions. 

HSBC Global Asset Management and HSBC Group have committees at business, country, regional and global levels to oversee risk exposures against risk appetite and the effective operation of the control environment.

1. Primary responsibility for adherence lies with the portfolio managers. The tools used may be run by or supported by first or second line functions depending upon local structures. 

2. Predominantly post-trade, but also undertaken pre-trade where appropriate.

First line

Responsible for identifying, recording, reporting and managing risks, and ensuring that the 

right controls and assessments are in place to mitigate these risks

Risk Calibration

 Agree fund by fund specific risk metrics 

considering:

 Fund objectives, including 

performance and volatility

 Investment strategies employed

 Liquidity and number of holdings

Portfolio managers

 Validation of investment and credit 

guidelines

 Fundamental and valuation 

recommendations

 Security eligibility and markets

Dealing process

 Coherence of orders

 Counterparty risks

 Pre-trade checks (limits, counterparties, 

issuers, instruments, etc.)

Portfolio Risk

 Pre-trade checks for consistency with in-

house guidelines, client and regulatory 

limits1

Pre-trade/Trade Post-trade

Middle Office

 Daily valuation reconciliation

 Trades and positions control; reconciliation with 

valuation agent, custodian and clearer

Portfolio Managers

 Monitor risk guidelines and portfolio constraints

 Monitor market risks

 Quantitative risk metrics

 Decide on rebalancing 

Research2

 Monitor economic and credit events

 Investment universe

Business Risk2

 Facilitate the Risk and Control Assessment 

Process

 Implement on-going testing of key business 

controls

Portfolio Risk/Control

 Post-trade checks for consistency with in-house 

guidelines, client and regulatory limits1

 Monitoring investment decisions coherence with 

portfolios’ objectives

 Daily, monthly and quarterly monitoring of 

investment guidelines and restrictions1

 Portfolio analytics, including performance, risk and 

attribution

Second line

Risk specialists who set policy and guidelines for managing 

risk, and provide advice and guidance on effective risk 

management

Investment & Market Risk Risk & Compliance

Risk Management

 Oversees all aspects of risk 

and monitors responses to 

risk events

Portfolio Risk/Compliance

 Analysis of risk framework. 

Determination and monitoring 

of key risk metrics for each 

fund (eg. TE, VaR, duration, 

etc.) 

 Validate front office models

 Monitors performance and 

return volatility

 Pre- and post-trade checks for 

consistency with in-house 

guidelines, client and 

regulatory limits1

Liquidity and Counterparty Risk

 Agree liquidity framework for 

all funds 

 Approval of all counterparties 

and control of exposure limits

 Liquidity monitoring, including 

any regulatory requirements

 Advising on and setting 

policies and procedures

 Identifying and assessing 

significant risk areas

 Providing business with 

advice and support

 Oversight and monitoring 

of business activities

 Supporting the business to 

meet changing regulation

Operational Risk

 Define the overall policy for 

operational risk 

management and provide 

advice and guidance on 

this

 Ensure the business is run 

in accordance with risk 

appetite, through 

monitoring, reporting and 

challenge

Third line

Independently ensures 

the effective 

management of risk 

Internal Audit

HSBC’s Audit

 Thematic audits

 Regular on-site audits

 Follow up of audit 

recommendations
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Please refer Riskometer on slide numbers 32 to 33 ^^^ Pursuant to the circular issued by SEBI on ‘Categorization and Rationalization of the Schemes, there has been change in the fundamental

attribute(s) of the aforesaid effective from Mar 14, 2018. Only open ended schemes have been listed above and close ended schemes are excluded here

Equities Fixed Income Multi-asset

Local

1. HSBC Large Cap Equity Fund ^^^

2. HSBC Multi Cap Equity Fund ^^^

3. HSBC Small Cap Equity Fund ^^^

4. HSBC Tax Saver Equity Fund

5. HSBC Infrastructure Equity Fund

6. HSBC Large and Mid Cap Equity Fund

11. HSBC Cash Fund 

12. HSBC Overnight Fund

13. HSBC Low Duration Fund ^^^

14. HSBC Short Duration Fund ^^^

15. HSBC Debt Fund ^^^

16. HSBC Flexi Debt Fund 

17. HSBC Managed Solutions (G)

18. HSBC Managed Solutions (M)

19. HSBC Managed Solutions (C)

20. HSBC Regular Savings Fund ^^^

21. HSBC Equity Hybrid Fund

Global

7. HSBC Brazil Fund

8. HSBC Asia Pacific (Ex Japan) Dividend Yield Fund

9. HSBC Global Consumer Opportunities Fund

10. HSBC Global Emerging Markets Fund ^^^

Mutual Fund Product suite – HSBC Global Asset Management, India
Diversified investment solutions for customer

1. Large Cap Fund – An open ended equity scheme predominantly investing in largecap stocks.

2. Multi Cap Fund - An open ended equity scheme investing across large cap, mid cap, small cap stocks.

3. Small Cap Fund - An open ended equity scheme predominantly investing in small cap stocks.

4. An open ended equity linked saving scheme with a statutory lock-in of 3 years and tax benefit.

5. An open ended equity scheme following Infrastructure theme.

6. Large and Mid Cap Fund - An open ended equity scheme investing in both large cap and mid cap stocks

7. An Open-ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing in HSBC Global Investments Fund - (HGIF) Brazil Equity Fund

8. An Open ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing in HSBC Global Investments Fund - (HGIF) Asia Pacific Ex Japan Equity High Dividend Fund

9. An Open ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing HSBC Global Investment Funds (HGIF) China Consumer Opportunities Fund

10. An open ended fund of fund scheme investing in HSBC Global Investment Funds – Global Emerging Markets Equity Fund

11. An Open ended Liquid Scheme

12. An open ended debt scheme investing in overnight securities.

13. An open ended Low Duration Debt Scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is between 6 months to 12 months.

14. An open ended Short Term Debt Scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is between 1 year to 3 years.

15. An open ended Medium to Long Term Debt Scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is between 4 years to 7 years.

16. An open ended Dynamic Debt scheme investing across duration

17. 18. 19. An Open Ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing in a basket of equity, debt, Gold and other Exchange Traded Funds

20.    An open ended Hybrid Scheme investing predominantly in debt instruments.

21.    Aggressive Hybrid fund – An open ended hybrid scheme investing predominantly in equity and equity related instruments
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Did You Know?
HSBC MF – a true ‘global asset manager’ with an enviable position

2
0

0
2

Over 17 years 
of existence 1

5
0

,0
0

0
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6 Equity Funds

6 Fixed Income Funds

4 Global Funds

5 Hybrid/other Funds

~USD 5.4 Billion
assets under management/advisory

Stable team of  
investment professionals with 
years of domain experience

15
15

Data as of 31 October 2019



Annexures
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HSBC Global Asset Management India – Investment Team

Tushar has over 20 years of experience in various roles through his career. He is an

MBA in Investment Finance, having graduated from the University of Hartford,

Connecticut, USA in 1992. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, India in

June 2009, Tushar has also worked in international positions in the United States for

a couple of years before returning to India. In India he has worked with HDFC Asset

Management and more recently with AIG Global Asset Management in senior asset

management roles.

Tushar Pradhan

Chief Investment Officer
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 Gautam Bhupal is Vice President and Fund Manager in the India Equity Investment team since 2008 and has over 13 years of 

experience in areas of research and Fund Management. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, India in 2008, 

Gautam has worked with UTI Asset Management Company as Equity Research Analyst. He holds a Post Graduate Diploma in 

Business Management from Management Development Institute, Gurgaon and has completed his CA and CS. 

Gautam Bhupal

VP & Fund Manager

 Aditya Khemani is Vice President and Fund Manager in the India Equity Investment team since 2009. He has over 11 years 

experience in research. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, India in 2009, Aditya has worked with SBI Funds 

Management India Private Ltd, ICICI Prudential Asset Management and Morgan Stanley Advantage Services India Private Ltd.  

He has completed B. Com (Hons) and holds a Post Graduate Diploma in Business Management from IIM, Lucknow.

Aditya Khemani

VP & Fund Manager

 Amaresh Mishra is Vice President and Assistant Fund Manager in the India Equity Investment team since 2007. He has over 12 

years of experience in Equities and Sales. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, India in 2005, he has worked 

Centre for Science and Environment in New Delhi. He holds a PGDM from XIM, Bhuvneshwar.

Amaresh Mishra

VP & Assistant Fund Manager

 Ranjithgopal K A is a Vice President in the India Equity Investment team and has over 11 years of experience in Equity 

Research & Sales. He holds a Bachelor of Arts (Economics) degree and holds a Post Graduate Diploma in Business 

Management from FORE School of Management, New Delhi.

Ranjithgopal K A

VP

HSBC Global Asset Management India - Investment Team
Equity investment team

 Nikunj Mehta joined as Associate Vice President in the equity investment team. Nikunj is a B. Tech in Computer Science from 

VJTI (Veermata Jijabai technology Institute), Mumbai. Nikunj has completed CFA (US) and is currently awaiting his Charter. 

Nikunj has over 6 years of experience in sell side equity research having covered companies in energy, FMCG and real estate 

space. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, Nikunj has worked in equity research department in well-known 

domestic and international broking firms. 

Nikunj Mehta

AVP

Neelotpal Sahai is currently Head of Equities and Fund Manager since September 2017. He has been a Senior Vice President

and Portfolio Manager in the Onshore India Equity team in Mumbai since 2013, when he joined HSBC. Neelotpal is responsible

for managing three HSBC Mutual Fund equity funds. Neelotpal has been working in the industry since 1991. Previously,

Neelotpal was Director at IDFC Asset Management Company Ltd in Mumbai, responsible for equity fund management, and held

a variety of positions at Motilal Oswal Securities Ltd. in Mumbai, Infosys Technologies in Mumbai, Vickers Ballas Securities Ltd.

in Mumbai, SBC Warburg in Mumbai, UTI Securities Ltd. in Mumbai and HCL HP Ltd. in Mumbai. Neelotpal holds a Bachelor’s

degree in Engineering from IIT BHU – Varanasi and a Post-Graduate Diploma in Business Management from IIM Kolkata, both

in India.

 Sheetalkumar Shah as PMS Fund Manager of HSBC Asset management (India) Private Ltd. Sheetalkumar has a total

experience of over 23 years in the Indian stock markets. Prior to joining HSBC, he was Head of PMS at IDBI Capital Markets.

He has spent over 12 years at Kotak PMS, managing equity portfolios across market capitalisation. Prior to that, he worked with

GIC Asset Management Co Ltd as a Fund Manager for 7 years. By virtue of his long experience, Sheetalkumar has strong

relationships with a wide gamut of Indian capital market participants and corporates. Sheetalkumar is an MBA (Finance) from

Department of Management Studies, Pune University (PUMBA) and an Engineer (Electronics & Telecommunications) from

Government Engineering College, Pune.

Sheetalkumar

Senior VP and Fund 
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 Kapil Punjabi has been a Vice President and Fund Manager in the India Fixed Income team. He has been working in the

industry since 2006. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, India in 2014, Kapil was a Fixed Income Fund Manager

at Taurus Asset Management and Edelweiss Asset Management in in Mumbai. He holds a Bachelor’s and a Master’s degree in

Management Studies from Mumbai University, India

Kapil Punjabi 

VP and Fund Manager, 

Fixed Income

 Jaya Nigam is a Senior Vice President and Fund Manager in the India Fixed Income team and has been working in the industry

since1997. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, India in 2015, Jaya worked as an Associate Director, Fixed

Income & Treasury at IDFC Ltd, Mumbai. She holds a B.Sc. in Mathematics and a MMS in Finance, both from University of

Mumbai, India

Jaya Nigam 

Senior VP and Fund 

Manager

 Anitha Rangan is Vice President & Credit Analyst in the India fixed income team at Mumbai since 2013, responsible for

reviewing various companies and formulating independent credit opinion on the same. Anitha is a certified Chartered

Accountant and an MBA from S P Jain Institute of Management and Research, Mumbai. Anitha has 10 years of experience in

the research space with over 8 years specifically in credit research. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, Anitha

has worked with CRISIL (A Standard & Poor's Company) in their customised research division and also in a global investment

bank in their credit research division in Mumbai

Anitha Rangan

VP & Credit Analyst– Fixed  

Income

 Aswin Kumar Balasubramanian is the Vice President & Credit Analyst in the Fixed Income team Mumbai since September

2015. Aswin has been working in the industry since 2011. Prior to joining HSBC, Aswin worked as a Manager, Ratings at

CRISIL Ltd in [Mumbai]. He holds a PGDM from IIM, Lucknow and a B.Tech from IIT, Madras.

Aswin Kumar B

VP & Credit Analyst - Fixed 

Income

HSBC Global Asset Management India - Investment Team
Fixed Income investment team

 Rahul Totla has been an Associate Vice-President, in the Fixed Income Investment team in Mumbai since 2017, when he joined

HSBC. Rahul is responsible for dealing in fixed income securities. Rahul has been working in the industry since 2011.

Previously, Rahul was Deputy Manager at IDBI Asset Management Company Ltd in Mumbai and was responsible for dealing in

various fixed income securities. Rahul holds an MBA in Finance from Mumbai University in India.

Rahul Totla

AVP - Fixed Income

 Ritesh Jain has been a SVP and Head of Fixed Income in the India Fixed Income team since June 2019. He

has been working in the industry since 1998. Prior to joining HSBC Global Asset Management, India, Ritesh

was a President, CIO - Fixed Income at IIFL Asset Management, Head – Fixed Income at Pramerica Asset

Management and Principal PNB Asset Management Company. He holds a Bachelor’s degree from University

of Calcutta and PGDBA (Finance) from Mumbai University, India.
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Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by HSBC Asset Management (India) Private Limited (HSBC) for information purposes only and should not be construed as
an offer or solicitation of an offer for purchase of any of the funds of HSBC Mutual Fund. All information contained in this document (including that sourced from
third parties), is obtained from sources HSBC, the third party believes to be reliable but which it has not independently verified and HSBC, the third party
makes no guarantee, representation or warranty and accepts no responsibility or liability as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. The
information and opinions contained within the document are based upon publicly available information and rates of taxation applicable at the time of
publication, which are subject to change from time to time. Expressions of opinion are those of HSBC only and are subject to change without notice. It does not
have regard to specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this document. Investors
should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment strategies that may have been discussed or
recommended in this report and should understand that the views regarding future prospects may or may not be realized. Neither this document nor the units
of HSBC Mutual Fund have been registered in any jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted or totally prohibited
and accordingly, persons who come into possession of this document are required to inform themselves about, and to observe, any such restrictions.

© Copyright. HSBC Asset Management (India) Private Limited 2019, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

HSBC Asset Management (India) Private Limited, 16, V.N. Road, Fort, Mumbai-400001 
Email: hsbcmf@camsonline.com | Website: www.assetmanagement.hsbc.com/in

Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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